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RSA LIFT INDUSTRY STAGNATING
Extract from a recent news communication.
(LIASA member Bill Murphy interviewed)
Sent in by Philip Glaus
The slowdown in construction activity following
the 2010 FIFA World Cup, paired with the lag
effect South Africa is experiencing as a result of
the 2008/9 world economic crisis, has led to
stagnating numbers of new lift and escalator installations, says independent lift consulting company Projitech managing member Bill Murphy.
With 32 years’ experience in the industry, Murphy sits on the South African Bureau of Standards (SABS) Lifts and Escalators technical committee.

He notes that while there is some demand for
new lifts and escalators for several new buildings
that are being constructed, this does not necessarily contribute to growth in the lifts industry.
“We often see old, vacant buildings in the city
centres where the lifts are no longer being maintained, which essentially reduces the size of the
maintenance portfolio of lift service providers whose
core business is the after-sales servicing of lifts and
escalators.

New Lift Inspection Legislation
Meanwhile, Murphy notes that recent amendments to legislation, namely the Occupational
Health and Safety Act (OHSAct) and the Lift
Escalator and Passenger Conveyor Regulations
(LER), will now more effectively regulate the
quality and validity of mandatory inspections
on lifts and escalators, which are, by law, required every 24 months. He says the recent
amendments and mooted future amendments
will change how lift inspectors and, eventually,
lift manufacturers and suppliers operate.
“The amendments by the Department of Labour
(DoL), which regulates the lift, escalator and
passenger conveyor industry, now requires that
any person who wishes to offer his or her services
as a lift inspector, or a lift inspection body, must
obtain accreditation by the South African National Accreditation System (Sanas). Sanas has
been appointed by DoL to assess the inspectors
against International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) and IEC 17020 standards.

Old buildings are also being demolished to make
way for new developments and are often replaced
with structures that do not require any form of
vertical transportation, thereby restricting industry growth even more”.

The assessment is not only on the ability of the
inspectors to perform inspections, but also sets a
list of criteria that inspectors need to have in place
before they can obtain accreditation. The accreditation will apply only to the specific scope of lift and
escalator equipment for which the inspection body
applied for accreditation.”

Murphy adds that, although the yearly number of
newly installed lifts has doubled since 1995, with
between 1 000 and 1 200 new lifts a year, the
industry is still not growing at the rate lift manufacturers and suppliers would like. He points out
that given the number of lift companies in South
Africa, this is not a huge cake to divide among all
the players.

Murphy notes that, in the past, lift inspectors
inspected all types of lift and escalator equipment, but will now have to prove their capability to do so. Only once they have obtained the
Sanas accreditation for which they have applied, will the inspection body be able to apply
to the DoL for certification to perform these
inspections.

QUOTES
“EDUCATION IN THE NEW SOUTH
AFRICA HAS PRODUCED A VAST
POPULATION ABLE TO READ BUT
UNABLE TO DISTINGUISH WHAT IS
WORTH READING”
GM TREVELYAN

“ALWAYS LISTEN TO EXPERTS.
THEY’LL TELL YOU WHAT CAN’T BE
DONE AND WHY

-

THEN GO

AND DO IT!”
ROBERT HEINLEIN

“THE TROUBLE WITH FACTS … IS THAT
THERE ARE SO MANY OF THEM”
SAMUAL M CROTHERS
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Albert Schweitzer

‘RECORD

KEEPING’ IN THE LIFT INDUSTRY

By Willem du Toit

‘Record Keeping’ is a topic which can make your blood boil.
This requirement has been there from the very first lift regulations ever published in South Africa (1942 Factories &
Works Act) and yet “competent lift mechanics” cannot get
it right. Record keeping is the most important part of any maintenance, whether we like it or not.

Another concern is the wiring diagrams. The regulation
clearly states: “an up-to-date, legible schematic wiring diagram shall be
kept in a safe place in the machinery room or compartment.” The diagrams on the following photos can surely not comply with
this regulation …

LE Regulation 8 clearly tells us what records must be in a
safe place in the machinery compartment:
(i) The name, address and telephone number of the
user
(ii) The name, address and telephone number of the
competent service provider who was designated by
the user to do the maintenance
(iii) A report of the results of every examination
done under Regulation 7(1) and the tests contem
-plated in Regulation 7(2), which are:
Gates and door locks - every examination
Suspension ropes - every six months
Safety gear, overspeed governor and buffers every year
Any Modifications ... Any Repairs ...
Any Adjustments ...
Any Tests ...

In other words, ANY work done by an employee of the
designated competent lift service provider must be entered into his record book. If the record book cannot
reflect all of the above - the book does not comply!
d) A copy of the latest Comprehensive Report.
e) A copy of the suspension rope certificate and the
results of their examination.
f) The register, file and technical dossier as required by
the relevant SANS Specifications.
g) The Commissioning Acceptance Certificate (Annex
A) or a copy thereof.
h) A copy of any Comprehensive Report made in re
-spect of an accident.
These records shall be kept in a safe place in the
machinery room for ten years.
What is a safe place in the machinery room or compartment?
The wording of the old Machinery Regulation C.117(4)
had a better description in those years. It read: “a safe
place in the machinery room in a manner as determined by an
inspector”.
The record holders which the major lift companies used,
with the two compartments for the record books and the
Perspex front to display the Comprehensive Reports
were approved by the inspectorate in 1977.
I can still remember how we sold these holders to all the users in those years ... because the Regulation was retrospective!

I sometimes come across very concerning answers to straight
forward questions about record keeping and I want to share
some of them with our EDUCOM readers ...
Q
A

Why is your record book not up to date?
I am a learner, so it is illegal for me to sign the book. I do the service … and then so-and-so will come sign the book later.

Q

Why is your record book not completed for many
months?
The lift is still under free service!

A
Q
A
Q
A

How do you do fault finding with these unreadable
wiring diagrams?
I call the field engineer!
Why is the latest Annex B in this machinery room,
dated 1998?
It is the user’s obligation to get a Comprehensive Report!

This person clearly has not seen the new LE Regulation
7.(6).!

I want to close with my opening gambit - ‘Record
Keeping’ is the most important part of maintenance. If a competent person cannot maintain the records ... he surely will also not maintain the lift or

escalator!
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LIASA RLI MEMBER PROFILES
Sorry, but the several profiles promised, did not reach the Editor before the edit-closure deadline!

JOB PRIDE
History is littered with the downfall of kings, emperors,
heroes and pretty much every Shakespearian protagonist,
all due to their pride. Pride is reputed to be the deadly sin
from which all other sins originate.
Eminent psychologist CS Lewis said that pride makes you
look down on other people and things, an apt description
of why society as a whole finds the excessively proud man
intolerable. Many of my peers have managed to shake off
this supremely unattractive quality … or so they think.
There is one instance though, where our sense of pride will
always surface: our job and our car! Whatever you may think,
every person needs to feel some kind of external validation

of their achievements. Your job and your car proves this,
some more than others, so don’t scoff at the theory that you
don't ... You’re just as human as the rest of us!
Studies have shown that no matter how depressing your job
or car may be, a sense of pride will always arise when challenged, pushing your chest out, with a good feeling accompanied with it. Almost every human being has this ego, big and
secure enough to find pride in something. Finding that pride
in your job and your car is the most common, especially
adrenaline junkies who always push themselves in every
manner to experience a higher pride of self-achieve-ment. So
always be aware of your pride and your vanity.

NEXT LIFT INSPECTORS REGULATIONS’ COURSE 2013
(i)

20 to 24th May 2013

(ii)

11 to 15 November 2013

Kindly contact Lerato well in advance to get
your contact details on the pro forma list. Remember that with insufficient students, the
course will get cancelled, so contact her directly
at …
Student Assistant; Mechanical Engineering
Telephone - +27 12 382 4730

Telefax - +27 12 382 5602
E-Mail - tshabalalal@tut.ac.za
Website - www.tut.ac.za
For our coastal colleagues who require accommodation … Accommodation is available
on site - contact kosmos@tut.ac.za or
(012) 341-0890 for cost and booking.

Off-site accommodation (walking distance) Figa Lapa Guesthouse at info@figalapa.co.za
or (012) 335-

EXPERIENCE & SUCCESS
“Experience is not what happens
to a man - It is what a man does
with experience what happens to
him”
Aldous Huxley PhD

“To be idle is a short road to
death … to be diligent is a way of
life - Foolish people are therefore idle, whilst wise people are
diligent”.
Buddha
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STELLA AWARDS USA
possible. These are awards were

For those unfamiliar with these USA
awards, they are named after 81 yearold Stella Liebeck who spilled hot
coffee over herself and successfully
sued The McDonald's in New Mexico, where she purchased the coffee.

therefore introduced for the most
outlandish lawsuits and verdicts in the
U.S.A.
The kind of cases
that make you scratch your head. So
keep your scratcher handy. Here are
some of the Stella's 2012 awards …

Believe it or not, but she took the lid
off the coffee-cup and placed the cup
between her legs while she was driving. She then had to brake suddenly.
Who would ever think that she could
get burned bad enough around her
private parts to want to sue the supplier? But in the USA anything is

Seventh place: Kathleen Robertson
(28) of Austin , Texas was awarded
$80 000 by a jury of her peers after
breaking her ankle tripping over a
toddler who was running inside a
furniture store. The store owners
were understandably surprised by the

verdict, considering the running toddler was
her own son …
Start scratching ...

Sixth place: Carl Truman (19) of Los
Angeles , California, won $74,000 plus
medical expenses when his neighbour
ran over his hand with his Honda Accord.

Truman apparently didn't notice his
neighbour was behind the wheel of the
car when he was trying to steal his car's
hubcaps.
Many a true word spoken in jest ...

INNATE BUSINESS ETHICS
Waiting to meet with a Client, I could not help but notice and read all the usual psychological jargon seen at or near any MD’s
office. Of particular note were the business values to which this client subscribes, which I wrote down - TIHARA ...

TRUST

INNOVATION

HONESTY

ATTITUDE

RESPECT

ACCOUNTABILITY

One can consider these as very well thought out business values. The Board maybe even broke away for a few days bosberaad at
some expensive venue to come up with these share-holder pleasing values. With my experience in the field, I wondered how
many of this company’s employees below the rank of supervisor knew, or perhaps even heard of, these ostensibly core values.
It is no secret that the rank and file in most businesses (if they ever actually see them?), consider them as pie-in-the-sky, perceivably unachievable. Parallel to this opinion is the fact that they have effectively become numbers, where most of them are
not even recognised as employees by that company’s executives when in the field, perhaps even after 30 years service.
Where are the days when a René Hassler, Elton Möller, Pat Hindley or Jack Ligeti would greet their storeman or tealady by
name. I remember visiting the coastal branches in the 80’s with Mr Hassler, where he would walk around very early (we had
already landed by 07:30 on a Tuesday - Timesheet day), making a point of shaking hands with especially the long-service employees and greeting most by name, inquiring after their welfare and that of their families. He was really interested to know!
These doyens of yesteryear were still in touch with their staff. No wonder they each became icons of their time, writing their
names indelibly in the history of their multi-national companies.
What about you dear colleague? Do you subscribe to these values? Have they become a way of life for you? Perhaps only the
Golden Oldies amongst us can reply in the affirmative ... for we were trained up in that philosophy 30 to 40 years ago!

THE BABOON MENACE IN CAPE TOWN
LIASA colleague Piet Smit warns us to be careful when
visiting Cape Town, especially around the Kirstenbosch
and Cape Agulhas areas, as the baboons are growing exponentially bolder as they master the opening of car doors
and trailer or Thule-carrier lids as seen here.
Needless to say that these ladies’ undies were not all returned. They did not quite understand that these baboons
wanted food and sweeties, not sweet-smelling silkies. Apparently a handful of goodies were thrown to the younger
‘Papio Ursinus Orietalis’ or Chuckma baboons, which obviously attracted the whole troop, all wanting a free handout.
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HET U GEWEET?

DoL COMMUNICATION ON DOOR VISION PANELS
TUT LER lift regulations lecturer Willem
du Toit regularly gets inquiries from our
LIASA members as to the regulation and
standard pertaining to ‘vision panels’.
Willem sent this communication in for
release since it is the latest available DoL
communication on vision panels ...

DEPARTMENT OF
MANPOWER
Tel.: (012) 323-A.W l=ai.s • fax; (OVi) .\2h-

The Regional Director;
Department of Labour
DURBAN

For Information only!
Attention: Inspector Occupational Safety

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY
ACT, 1983 :- BROKEN VISION
PANELS ON LIFT LANDING
DOORS

As stated in the second paragraph it was only
required to apply the recommendation when
a vision panel was broken. It was not the
intention to place an onerous burden on the
owners or users of the lifts to have bars fitted
to the door vision panel irrespective of
whether they were needed or not.
Each case should be treated on its merits
using any one or the following guidelines for
acceptance of the existing vision panels:
(a) Vision panels constructed of 6 mm
laminated armoured glass
(b) Vision panels constructed of polycarbonate material
(c) Vision panels constructed of reinforced
glass
(d) High level of security controlling the
use of the lifts
(e) No history of vandalism of the lift
doors.
Please send a copy of this latter to all lift
servicing-companies in your region.
Chief Inspector:

BS Washer (signed)

E0!V\

My first letter 34/2/10/1/7 dated 10 December 1992
refers.

Sent in by Willem du Toit

DENDROLOGY - THE SCIENCE OF TREES
In February we took a group of heterogeneous managers on a team-building exercise to a
bushveld game farm so that we would be out in the open, carrying out team projects that
would reflect on the innate ability of individual team members. Regrettably, we were immediately struck by the wanton damage of the Tamboti trees (spirostachys africana) in the camp,
thought to be at least between 50 and 60 years old.
Seen right, the bullet holes in this 565mm Tamboti
(probably 375 magnum or 416 Wesley - both used
for lion and elephant, non-existent on this game
farm), clearly reflect the wounds imposed on the
tree. Researching on the trees soon uncovered the
amazing longevity of our African trees, especially
Baobabs (adansonia digitata) at over 6000 years, dating back from before the pyramids in Egypt. A
modern dendrologist has however corrected this misconception that the bushveld baobabs probably do
not exceed 1200 years, with some specimens however, found in Eastern Limpopo around Modjaji
(Tzaneen), approaching 4000 years.
Surprisingly, the slow-growing giant leadwood bushwillow (combretum imberbe) that we regularly
burn in our fires during the winter family hunting trips, generally achieve 500 years (450mm +
diameters). Whichever way one looks at it, these findings have certainly stimulated our family
hunting group to become active ‘tree’ conservationists.

TUGELAWATERVAL
Die Tugela of Thukelawaterval soos
dit nou gespel word, is die tweede
hoogste waterval in die wêreld op
948m. Die Angelval of Salto Angelo in Venezuele is die hoogste
op 979m.
Die Thukela met sy oorsprong by
Mont-aux-Sources in die Drakensberg naby Colenso, vloei 520
km voordat dit in die Indiese
Oseaan aan die Natalse noorkus
vloei.
Die oorsprong is in die Royal Natal Nasionale Park, waar die Amfiteater, ’n half-maan kilometer
hoë steil bassalt krans oor ’n afstand van 4 km strek - vanaf die
Sentinel tot by die Eastern Butress.
Die naam Mont-aux-sources verwys na die feit dat dit die oorsprong is van 5 riviere, ingesluit
twee van Suid Afrika se grootste
riviere - die Oranje en die Vaal.
Daar is ook die Bilanjill (sytak van
die Thukela), die Khubedu (met
sy sytak die Khubela) en die
Elandsrivier. Weet u dit word so
koud by Mont-aux-Sources in die
winter dat die oorsprong vries.

QUOTES
“GET

YOURE FACTS STRAIGHT FIRST - THEN
YOU CAN DISTORT THEM AS MUCH AS YOU
PLEASE”
MARK TWAIN

“PEOPLE

DEMAND FREEDOM OF SPEECH AS A
COMPENSATION FOR THE FREEDOM OF
THOUGHT … WHICH THEY USE SO SELDOM”
SOREN KIERKEGAARD

“YOU

CAN MAKE MORE FRIENDS IN TWO
MONTHS BY BECOMING INTERESTED IN OTHER
PEOPLE … THAN YOU CAN IN TWO YEARS BY
TRYING TO GET OTHER PEOPLE INTERESTED IN
YOU!”.
DALE CARNEGIE

“NEVER RIDE THE THREE WHITE HORSES WITH
THE THREE C’S … CRITICIZE, CONDEMN AND
COMPLAIN!”
DALE CARNEGIE
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ENGINEERING COUNCIL of SOUTH AFRICA - CPD EDITORIALS
PRESIDENT’S FORUM MEETING
HELD 11TH MARCH 2013
Dr Theo Kleinhans reported on the latest happenings at LIASA,
recognized VA (voluntary association) representing the ECSA
registered lift inspectors (RLI’s). Of consequence are …

IDENTIFICATION of ENGINEERING WORK
Adv Pieter Fourie gave an update on the broad-band cadres of
Engineering Work. Any such IDoEW can then result in criminal
action taken by any person not properly qualified and registered by
ECSA to effect that work.
Any VA’s concerned about their disciplines and specialist areas,
were requested to send an e-mail to the ECSA CEO Dr Ozzie
Franks, in order for these concerns to be addressed. LIASA’s earlier concern was that LMI’s would endeavour to carry out normal
lift and escalator inspections … but that concern has been nullified
as it is now impossible for and LMI to comply with SANAS’ requirements on lift & escalator inspections.

NATIONAL and INTERNATIONAL LINKAGES
ECSA is a signatory to the IEA (International Engineering Alliance), which manages various accords around the world such as
the Washinton Accord for Professional Engineerss; the Dublin Accord
catering for 4-year BSc engineers, inter alia the Sidney Accord for BTech degrees and the Dublin Accord for National Diploma Technicians and Technologists.
Important to note is the fact that engineering qualifications accredited by ECSA are internationally benchmarked throughout the 90member countries with over 10 million engineering professionals.
Watering down of these qualifications should therefore never be
considered in South Africa, where Government’s transformation
drive puts pressure on empowering previous disadvantaged people
by easing their education and hence registration requirements.

LATEST NANOTECHNOLOGY
ELECTRONICS IN OVERDRIVE?

ECSA TRANSFORMATION INITIATIVES
In an effort to remain relevant to the changing context of
South Africa, ECSA has maintained a transformation project
as far as practical. This ‘Transformation Project’ has ten elements defined for ECSA to remain totally compliant …
Regulation of the profession
Objectivity of the registration process
Active participation of black engineers
Transformation of ECSA structure
Active interaction with government
Transformation of ECSA processes
ECSA President’s Forum
Special funding of ECSA initiative
ECSA participation in social & economic activities
ECSA active training and development initiatives.

NEW COMPETENCY STANDARDS
ECSA is in the process of re-engineering the whole of its registration system, for which Council has approved the new consolidated registration policy which covers all the professional
categories. Council has also approved a new policy of education evaluation and individual assessment under new competency standards. This will form the basis of the new ‘ECSA
Online’ system.
This ‘Online’ system is a complete work-flow process that will
support new applications for registration and assessment.
ECSA will now embark on the implementation phase. The
target to go live is 2nd April 2013 for candidate and professional engineers. This will be followed later in the year by candidates and professional engineering technologists and candidate and professional engineering technicians.

OLD AGE
“Believe me, old age is a good and pleasant thing. Yes, it is true
that you are gently shouldered off the stage and out of contention; but then you are given such a wonderful front stall as spectator to view how your successor messes things up”

Is this a mosquito?
No ... it's an insect spy drone for urban areas, already in production, funded by the US Government. It can be remotely controlled and is equipped with a camera and a microphone. It can
land on you, and it may have the potential to take a DNA sample
or leave RFID tracking nanotechnology on your skin. It can fly
through an open window, or it can attach to your clothing until
you take it in your home.
Given their propensity to request macro-sized drones for surveillance, one is left with little doubt that police and military will be
looking into these ‘micro-sized’ gadgets next. As we regularly state
- our engineering cadres are developing exponentially higher in technology, as
this nano-electronics demonstrates.
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Confusius

We are on the Web - go to www.iliasa.org.za
The web is maintained by LIASA Chairman Sanjeev Singh for the members’ benefit
LIASA in 1995, to qualify for ECSA (Engineering Council) recognition as a ‘Voluntary Association’ (VA - Article 21 Association), formal Articles of
Association were required, along with a formalized membership structure. These were drawn up by founder members Dr Theo Kleinhans and Steve le Roux. Steve
was elected as Chairman of the National Executive Committee in Gauteng, with Theo as Executive Secretary-Treasurer; Mike Russell as Regional Chairman
Western Cape and Graham Mould as Regional Chairman Eastern Cape. Natal and the Free State were vacant at that time. The current LIASA membership
stands at 174 paid-up members, thanks to the sterling work of Secretary Bonnie Peden. Of further concern to our National Excom, are the expected
resignations with the proposed SANAS accreditation. We warned DoL that it is going to drain the Lift Industry of registered inspectors, but to no apparent
avail.
To better serve its members, LIASA has registered several training coursers with ECSA, since these require prior ECSA recognition in order to count for the
regular CPD training requirements. A further major determinant was the LIASA National Conference held in September 2012 at the Sha-Mani conference
centre in Alberton. LIASA membership cards were issued to all present who had paid their subs. This is normally done annually in April, when all
subscriptions are due with ECSA and LIASA, inclusive of the relevant CPD advice forms. Remember that proof has to be retained in case you are called on to
present them to ECSA. Membership of LIASA ensures an ECSA subscription rebate almost equal to the LIASA subscription, being a motivator to engender
or retain LIASA membership.
In previous issues of Educom, we advised the names of the first 45 memberships. Below for transparency, we note the next 30 members. Of concern to LIASA’s
Executive Committee is the quantum of resignations over the recent two years or so, of members who have either moved out of the country. The below latest

spate of resignations bear mute testimony to DoL & SANAS’ enforced accreditation, the costs of which have just become too
onerous for these younger members to bear … Perhaps a wake-up call to DoL & SANAS to expedite the promised subsidies!
LIASA is still endeavoring to extract the names from SANAS of all the RLI’s that have applied
for accreditation by the due date, as Bonnie is inundated by calls from customers who wish to
know from LIASA who are accredited and their registration number.
… We will keep you informed.

MENTORSHIP vs COACHING
ECSA’s Ms Liesel Steyn reported progress on her ‘Engenius’
project at the March ECSA President’s Forum. Engenius promotes
the engineering professions to previously disadvantaged learners
with the idea to draw them into the overall engineering industry.
Most importantly, apart from the study requirements, are the
requirement for individual learners to be ‘mentored’ and
‘coached’ to interact the theory principles with modern-day engineering practice. With an already massive drop-out rate from
college/varsity, the majority of those learners that do forge
through, would very soon drown if there is no back-stop mentor
to coach them through. This is especially true of the few black
female students that make the study grade, who then require to
be introduced into engineering practice in a methodical way so as
not to be steam-rollered with an overbearing practical requirement.
The same principal applies to prospective ‘Lift Inspectors’. Mentors need to single out promising candidates irrespective of language or creed, guide them through developmental training and
college education, ultimately coaching them into an RLI career
that can be just or more rewarding as that for the mentor.

EDUCOM COMMUNICATIONS
LIASA’s contact logistics where you speak to the Editor
Dr Theo Kleinhans or National Executive Secretary Bonnie Peden is:
Office: (011) 613-7552
Telefax: (011) 613-4248
E-mail: iliasa@zamail.co.za
PO Box 899, Southdale, 2135
Please forward us your newsworthy articles and photos
for dissémination to all our colleagues around the RSA.

Articles contributed to Educom are evaluated by ECSA as
CPD, assisting you to achieve your minimum 5 points per
year, averaged out over 5-year rolling periods. Remember
that …
« Ignorance of FACT is no excuse
for any stated non-compliance »
« Liberty means responsibility That is why most men dread it »
George Bernard Shaw
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